
SCENARIO #19: 
Power Hungry

Ernie’s Juice Bar is holding an eating contest! Terror Toad and Pudgy Pig have decided to take 
this chance to prove which of them is the true head honcho of hunger! They’ll eat anything and 
everything to prove who’s the best, but the most points go to the monster who eats the most 
delectable energy of all, that of the Power Rangers! 

SETUP
Follow the normal Setup for the base game. Use any combination of Foot Soldiers. However, do not 
place any Monster or Boss deployment cards into the deployment deck. Set aside the deployment 
cards for Pudgy Pig and Terror Toad along with their cards on opposite sides of the game board.

(If you are playing with the Pudgy Pig card “Ravenous Hunger” remove 1 copy of that card from his 
enemy deck while playing this scenario.)

Play
Round 1
A deep rumble is in the distance. A roil of thunder before a storm. It is not in the sky. It comes from 
the bellies the hungriest monsters the Rangers have ever faced. “Time to dig in!” shouts Pudgy Pig. 
“Bon Appetit!” calls out Terror Toad.

Deployment Step
In this round, when the first enemy deployment card is revealed, deploy Pudgy Pig to that location 
alongside those Foot Soldiers. Then deploy Terror Toad to the opposite outer location from Pudgy 
Pig. These figures count toward the location’s figure limit but do not automatically panic the 
location. The deployment step continues as normal.

During Battle
While in a battle that includes one of these monsters during this round, Pudgy Pig and Terror Toad 
will only deploy 3 cards into the combat sequence per battle and they are defeated at the end of 
the battle if the Rangers have defeated at least 2 of their cards. (Defeated monsters still summon a 
zord. Shuffle the defeated monster’s enemy cards back into their deck.) 
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While battling these monsters, each time a Ranger plays a card, instead of being discarded, those 
cards are instead placed in a stack next to the monster’s deployment card. These cards cannot be 
recovered by any effect, even if a Ranger is defeated or powers up.

When both Pudgy Pig and Terror Toad are defeated
Compare the number of cards in Pudgy Pig’s stack to the cards in Terror Toad’s stack. The monster 
with the most cards in their stack wins the round. (If the stacks are equal, neither monster wins.) 
Place a hit token next to the winning monster’s enemy deck. Then, return all combat cards in both 
stacks to their respective Ranger’s discard piles. If any of those Rangers are in the Command 
Center, shuffle those cards into their deck instead.

End of Round

If both Pudgy Pig and Terror Toad are not defeated during this round, the Power Rangers lose.

Round 2
“Ready to give up yet?” Pudgy Pig belches through a mouthful of food. 

“Ha! That was merely the appetizer.” Terror Toad spits. “Time for the main course!”

Repeat all of the steps from Round 1.

At the start of Round 3
If Pudgy Pig has “won” more rounds than Terror Toad
“Nyeheheheh! I win! I win!” Squeals Pudgy Pig. “Now step aside, you  
awful amphibian. For dessert I’m going to have the Power Rangers!  
Yum yum yum!” 

If Terror Toad has “won” more rounds than Pudgy Pig
“Gahahaha! You lose! You lose!” Croaks Terror Toad. 

“Now sit back down, you pitiful peccary. That was merely an appetizer!”

If either monster wins
When the first enemy deployment card is revealed, deploy the winning monster to that location 
alongside those Foot Soldiers. The monster is now treated as a boss enemy for all gameplay 
purposes. 

At the start of each battle with the winning monster, deal 2 damage to each Ranger. In addition,  
increase the health value of all the winning monster’s enemy cards by 1. 

If they are tied
“You are a worthy opponent.” shouts Pudgy Pig, burping mightily. “Likewise,” replies Terror Toad, 
wiping his great big mouth. “It appears we are tied.” 

Pudgy Pig grins. “I suppose you know what this means?” The two of them look at the Rangers, a 
deep hunger in their eyes. “Sudden Death.”
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During the deployment step of this round, when the first enemy deployment card is revealed, 
deploy BOTH Pudgy Pig and Terror Toad to that location alongside those Foot Soldiers as a  
Paired Boss. Then, remove all foot soldiers from that location. It is treated as being at its  
figure limit for the rest of the game.

During a battle against Pudgy Pig and Terror Toad, place 4 cards from Pudgy Pig’s deck on the 
top row of the combat sequence and 4 cards from Terror Toad’s deck on the bottom row of the  
combat sequence.

In order to defeat the Paired boss, the Rangers must defeat 3 cards from each of their enemy decks. 
(Note, even if you defeat 3 cards from one deck, you still must fight them both until 3 cards are  
defeated from each deck for a total of 6 defeated enemy cards.) 

GAME END
If the Rangers Lose:
The monsters continue to gobble up the Ranger’s weapons, as well as nearby vehicles, street signs, 
and anything they can manage to find that they can fit in their ever- expanding gullets. The Rangers 
are forced to retreat before seeing which monster will reign victorious, unsettled by the knowledge 
that whatever the outcome, Zordon will likely be stuck with the bill.

If the Rangers Win:
Both monsters lay on the ground soundly defeated and full to bursting with the bitter taste of defeat.  
One of them groans “Oh no… I couldn’t possibly eat… another bite…” before they both explode into 
a shower of energy. “No contest!” Ernie shouts, “The winner is our very own Farkas Bulkmeier!”  
The Rangers are surprised to see Bulk, heedless of the danger and panic, has managed to eat a  
record-breaking 74 hot dogs in the last ten minutes!

Good for him!


